
Fresher’s Day Celebration’2019- Report 

 

The celebration started at sharp 9.30 am  at the Mechanical Seminar Hall by our anchors Jahnavi 

and Vijay with the warm welcome of all the dignitaries present in the function. This was followed by the 

Prayer Song. Followed by this the welcome speech was given by Ruchita and Sai Teja, and the fresher 

were formally welcomed into the RCE Family, the guests of honors were also introduced. Later on, our 

honorable principal Dr.Dola Sanjay S has given valuable words , for bright career of students which filled 

energy among students. 

Events started with solo singing performances by some of the best singers of second year. Later 

on the Fun team lead by first year students took on the stage in their funny way of attracting the 

audience towards them and adding cherry to the pie. Also, both the anchors went up to the audience 

and asked them random question which any one would answer.  All of them enjoyed a lot. Meanwhile 

student food committee members have distributed the snacks among the students and guests. 

After this, energetic dance performances by Second and first  year students have attracted all 

the audience. Second round of performances also went on very well. The dance performance were very 

much exciting to watch. Dance performances were followed by Delicious Lunch.   

In the afternoon session , the more fun added by various performances like, fun drama by 

enthusiastic first year students, which made all the audience laugh out loud. This was followed by dance 

performance by Jahnavi. Later on few more dance and singing performances were presented. 

The program concluded with a vote of thanks from our HOD Dr.J.S.Suresh. All the freshers 

including the senior’s rocked the show under the guidance of our HOD, and the Faculty Members. At the 

end, everyone enjoyed the celebrations and all thanked the HOD, faculties and seniors students for 

hosting such a nice program that they could cherish lifelong. 

 


